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3Merrio�  Introduction

What does Merrio� stand for?

Merrio� offers a diverse and 
versatile range of designer 
heating solutions. Whether they 
are building consultants, architects 
or designers, our customers can 
tailor our bespoke range of 
products to satisfy their 
specification requirements.

We have invested in world-class 
production facilities and 
manufacture products of the 
very highest standard - backed 
by revolutionary technology, 
rigorous testing and stringent 
quality control.

As a company, we have an 
unwavering commitment to 
innovation and sustainability, 
pioneering products that lead 
the way in design, performance 
and energy efficiency.

Underpinning all of this is our 
relationship with our customers: 
ensuring they can rely on 
best-in-class service and support, 
from specification right through 
to delivery.

Our bespoke heating and cooling solutions 
are the be�er choice for commercial 
applications across the UK and Ireland.
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6

Multicolumn Plus radiators 
integrate state-of- the-art 
technology with 
remarkable design, 
providing their users 
with the highest qualities 
of climate comfort and 
functionality. 

The world-unique laser welding method enables achievement of the perfect 
quality of execution combined with outstanding visual appearance. The 
characteristic feature is the external shape of the columns, of the profile 
resembling the le�er “D”, designed especially to maximize the heating surface 
area in comparison with analogical columns of the round shape.

We offer 21 radiator heights as standard, ranging between 300mm and 3000mm. 
The Multicolumn Plus can be manufactured from 2 columns deep up to 6 columns 
deep, in a wide pale�e of RAL colours and alternative fixing solutions. This 
enables the Multicolumn Plus to be integrated into the design of any room space, 
achieving heat requirements and users’ preferences.

Multicolumn Plus

6 Multicolumn Plus  Introduction
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7Multicolumn Plus  Introduction

The comparison of joints welded traditionally (bu� welding, enlarged on the le�) 
with the perfect Multicolumn Plus radiator joint welded with state of the art laser 
technology (enlarged on the right).

“D”-profiled Multicolumn Plus radiator’s columns, 
as compared with the traditional round column. 
The cross section shows the significantly larger 
column’s diameter. Increased total surface area 
(marked gray) provides higher heat output of 
Multicolumn Plus radiators.
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REVIEW OF FEATURES:

> Total laser welding ensures 
perfect appearance of the ready 
radiator, as well as outstanding 
quality, prolonged life-span 
(no welding joints disturbing the 
heating agent’s flow, no welding 
residue inflicting corrosion)

> Characteristic “D”-profiled 
columns, increasing heat output

> Slender stub of the diameter 
of 1", connecting individual 
sections, common for all types

> Connecting stub covers, welded 
as standard, for highly aesthetic 
look and long-lasting safety

> 25mm distancing between 
sections – with the length of 
each section equal to 50mm – 
facilitates cleaning and provides 
outstanding hygienic qualities

> Wide choice of the radiator 
height, offered as standard

The composition and shaping of Multicolumn Plus radiators were 
especially intended to facilitate maintaining them spotlessly clean, 
which is a vital feature when considering health care facilities 
application. Multicolumn Plus radiators are suited to rooms with 
heightened sanitary requirements and this is supported with a 
dedicated certificate, issued by the University of Kiel, Germany.

Remarkable precision of laser welding 

Exceptional advantages of Multicolumn 
Plus radiators originate in the production 
process – a world-unique laser welding 
technique.

The researchers at the University of 
Stu�gart, in collaboration with their 
colleagues at the Fraunhofer Institute 
in Germany, have developed this truly 
futuristic technology. This innovation 
allows a precise processing of details, 
as well as total elimination of welding 
residue inside radiators. 

In contrast to traditionally welded 
radiators, laser welding leaves a 
significantly more subtle joint on the 
radiator’s surface, together with the 
mentioned lack of welding residue, it also 
reduces the risk of corrosion, as well as 
considerably prolonging the radiators 
life-span. 

At Merrio�, we pride ourselves on the high 
quality and durability of the Multicolumn 
Plus radiators that we offer a 10-year 
warranty on these radiators.

Still, there is one more thing which makes 
Multicolumn Plus so unique: our assembly 
line in our German production plant has 
been awarded a special federal Innovation 
Award of Thüringen.
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8 Multicolumn Plus  Range Overview

Range Overview
Multicolumn Plus

OUTPUTS:
All Merrio� Multicolumn Plus radiators 
have been manufactured and tested in 
accordance with EN442. 

FINISH:
Every Multicolumn Plus radiator 
undergoes a multi-stage pre-treatment 
process followed by an epoxy polyester 
primer coating. A stoved epoxy polyester 
powder coat in white (RAL 9016) is applied 
to all front and rear surfaces allowing 
the radiator to be fi�ed without further 
painting. The process is monitored 
to ensure continuous achievement 
of optimum adhesion, opacity and 
gloss levels.

COLOUR:
An extensive range of other RAL colours 
are available on request.

PACKAGING:
The entire surface of the radiator, including 
all 4 corners, is protected by cardboard 
and packed in shrink wrapped polythene. 

CONNECTIONS:
Standard connections are 4 x 1/2" BSP 
connections. All Multicolumn Plus 
radiators are manufactured with an 
internal baffle to help with water flow. 
The tapping with the baffle is identified 
with a red plastic cap, all others being 
blue. It is important that the water inlet is 
connected to the tapping identified in red. 

Some radiators have reversible 
connections, please see connection 
options on page 30.

Note: Flow and return positions must be 
specified at the time of ordering.

TESTING:
Multicolumn Plus radiators are tested 
at 13 Bar giving a maximum operating 
pressure of 10 Bar.

Maximum operating temperature is 110°C. 

DIMENSIONAL TOLERANCES:
Dimensional tolerances are in accordance 
with EN442.

MATERIALS:
Multicolumn Plus radiators are 
manufactured from 1.25mm thick steel 
tubes, with a standard diameter of 
25mm (I").

MOUNTING:
Feet options are available see page 27
for mounting options.

The Merrio� Multicolumn Plus is an elegant section radiator 
that combines modern architecture with traditional heating 
technology. 

Laser welding practically eliminates all weld joints and provides a 
guaranteed flat surface. On the interior of the radiator, the laser 
welding prevents the excess welding material from accumulating 
and reduces the risk for friction and corrosion. The result is a 
quieter, more effective radiator that lasts longer. The D-shaped 
profiles are not only appealing, they also improve performance 
by up to 10% compared to the conventional design.

THE MULTICOLUMN PLUS: 

> Laser welded, which enables 
sections to be produced 
completely free from shape 
defects and internal residues

> Available from two to six
columns in a horizontal and
vertical configuration, offering
a great range of outputs from
101 wa�s to 12635 wa�s per
section at ∆T50°C

> Available in 21 different heights,
from 300 to 3000 mm and 
standard lengths from 200
to 3000mm

WARRANTY:
Merrio� radiators are guaranteed for a 
period of 10 years from date of purchase 
in respect of defective materials and 
workmanship. The system should be 
designed in accordance with British 
Standard Code of  Practice for Water 
Based Heating Systems in Buildings 
BS EN 12828:2012+A1:2014 and 
BS EN 12831: 2003. The installation and 
commissioning of the system should 
comply with BS EN 14336:2004. On 
completion of the installation, the system 
should be properly flushed and filled 
in accordance with the British Code of 
Practice for the Treatment of Water in 
Domestic Hot Water Central Heating 
Systems BS 7593:2006, Part L of 
Building Regulations and Good Practice 
Guidance for Scotland. Merrio� strongly 
recommends the use of corrosion inhibitor 
for all applications. Failure to observe 
these standards may invalidate the 
manufacturer’s warranty.

Joined radiators will be delivered with 
the required joining tool and components 
to assemble the radiator. Please contact 
Merrio� Sales office for further 
information.
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9Multicolumn Plus  Range Options

Range Options
Column Options

Total length = 
number of sections x 50mm

X = H - 65mm
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Dimension X 2 Col 3 Col 4 Col 5 Col 6 Col

Angle 45° 110 120 133 148 163

Inside Angle 90° 135 154 190 227 266

Outside Angle 90° 152 184 222 262 302

Max X in mm

X X

Angle 45° Inside Angle 90° Outside Angle 90°

X

Curved Multicolumns
On request, certain models and dimensions of Multicolumn Plus radiators are available angled or curved. The picture shows standard 
angled connections, angle 45°, inside angle 90° and outside angle 90°. For curved radiators, the minimum radius of the curve is 1200mm 
up to a maximum of 4000mm. 

For curved Multicolumn enquiries, please contact the Merrio� Sales Office. A drawing will be requested along with the enquiry, this will 
then be checked and an official drawing produced for approval.

Radius

EXAMPLE:

2 COLUMN 3 COLUMN 4 COLUMN 5 COLUMN 6 COLUMN
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10 Multicolumn Plus  Heat Outputs

Heat Outputs
2 Column Radiators
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11Multicolumn Plus  Heat Outputs

63 101 139 215177

Indicates weight 
of over 100kg
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Heat Outputs
3 Column Radiators

Multicolumn Plus  Heat Outputs
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13Multicolumn Plus  Heat Outputs

63 101 139 215177

Indicates weight 
of over 100kg
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Heat Outputs
4 Column Radiators

Multicolumn Plus  Heat Outputs
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15Multicolumn Plus  Heat Outputs

63 101 139 215177

Indicates weight 
of over 100kg
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Heat Outputs
5 Column Radiators

Multicolumn Plus  Heat Outputs
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17Multicolumn Plus  Heat Outputs

63 101 139 215177

Indicates weight 
of over 100kg
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Heat Outputs
6 Column Radiators

Multicolumn Plus  Heat Outputs
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19Multicolumn Plus  Heat Outputs

63 101 139 215177

Indicates weight 
of over 100kg
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20 Multicolumn Plus  Weight & Water Contents

Weight & Water Contents
Multicolumn Plus
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21Multicolumn Plus  Interconnecting Information

Interconnecting Information
Instructions for Delivery & Mounting of Sectional Blocks

Interconnections 
Multicolumn Plus radiators are welded together from individual 
sections to form sectional blocks and finished radiators. 
According to the model and height, the number of sections that 
can be welded together to form a block is limited. This means that 
according to model and height, there is a maximum length for each 
block. If a radiator has been ordered whose number of sections 
is bigger than the maximum number of sections per block, the 
radiator will automatically be delivered in sectional blocks 
including nipples, seals and plugs. A radiator with welded back 
straps is then not available. The sectional blocks should be 
built up on site into a single radiator with a suitable nippling tool 
(see accessories) using the supplied nipples and nipple seals.

For radiators interconnected together you should also note: 

> It cannot be delivered with a welded back strap.

> If a radiator is delivered in sectional blocks, the necessary 
accessories will be delivered with the radiator: nipples, seals 
and plugs.

> Before radiators are connected together, note left and right 
handed threads.

Block Lengths
In order to make the delivery and transport of Multicolumn Plus 
radiators to site easier, long length column radiators, according 
to model type and height are delivered in single sectional blocks. 
The maximum number of sections per block is shown in the 
table below.

Interconnecting Instructions
Multicolumn Plus radiators delivered to site in blocks should be 
assembled on site and connected using nipples. In order to ensure 
the radiators are water tight, only the original seals delivered with 
the radiator should be used to join the sections together. Other 
sealants should not be used. The connection of the individual 
blocks and nipples consists of 1" right and 1" left handed threads. 
On the inner side of the nipple, two hollows are located to which 
the nose of the nippling tool attaches when the radiator is 
being connected.  

The maximum number of sections for blocks to be factory nippled:

Important: Interconnected radiators should be lifted vertically for transportation in order to avoid bowing. Avoid pressure on the nippling connections.
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22 Multicolumn Plus  Interconnecting Information

Interconnecting Information
Instructions for Delivery & Mounting of Sectional Blocks (cont...)

In order to ensure a reliable seal around the nipples and plugs, 
please observe the following instructions carefully:

> Lay the sectional block horizontally on a flat even surface. 
In order to protect the paint from damage, cardboard or 
similar should be laid underneath.

> Carefully remove any paint or contamination from the 
connection point and surrounding surfaces.

> Only use the original Multicolumn Plus radiator nipples and 
1.5mm column seal (EPDM white). Other sealing materials 
should not be used.

> Screw both nipples approximately one turn into the 
connections of a block, noting the right and left handed 
threads (left handed threads are carved on the thread coils).

> Place one washer centrally over each nipple.

> Connect the next sectional block to the nipple.

> Feed the nippling tool through the connection of the last 
attached block into the nipple. The square edge of the 
nippling tool fits into the back of the nipple. The length of 
the nippling tool can be measured and specified in advance. 
Only use the correct nippling tool.

> Turn the thread with the nippling tool, alternating between 
both nipples and screw the sectional blocks together 
(alternately top and bottom). Failure to tighten the nipples 
alternately will lead to leaks.

> The torque should be 90+/-10Nm. Ensure nipples and plugs 
are not cross threaded.

> Nipples screwed in one at a time will cause leaks.

Mounting the Plugs
After connecting together, Multicolumn Plus radiators are 
sealed with blanking plugs and then connected to the flow and 
return of the heating system. Blanking plugs with left and right 
handed threads as well as washers are delivered together with 
the radiator.

> Only use the original Multicolumn Plus radiator blanking 
plugs and 2.6mm washers (EPDM white). Other sealing 
materials should not be used.

> Sealing surfaces and threads should be checked for   
contamination.

> Attach the washers to the blanking plugs.

> Hand tighten the plugs, noting the left and right hand threads. 

> Before fully tightening the plugs, check again that the washer 
is centrally located so that the whole of the washer seals 
effectively and is not deformed.

> Blanking plugs should only be fitted with a suitable tool 
(ring spanner or adjustable spanner) and the torque should 
be a maximum of 34Nm.

> The 1" thread used in the radiator is not suitable for 
direct connection to the heating system. In order to ensure 
a tight seal, (if necessary with 1" adaptor - see accessories) 
only use the washers delivered with the radiator. 

NIPPLE QUICK GUIDE:

  > Choose a flat surface.
> Lay cardboard down.
> Lay the radiator down carefully.
> Ensure threads and sealing   

surfaces are free of dirt and 
paint residue.

> Thread the original Multicolumn 
Plus radiator nipples one turn 
into one block (note left and 
right handed threads).

> Attach the original Multicolumn 
Plus radiator washer to both 
nipples, ensuring it is centrally 
located.

> Attach the next block to the 
nipple (ensure the radiator is 
horizontal and parallel).

> Insert the nippling tool through 
one connection of the adjoining 
block.

> Engage the square end of the 
nippling tool with the back of 
the nipple.

> Alternately tighten both nipples 
in order to ensure equal   
uniform tightness (un-uniform 
connection will lead to leaks).

> Final tightening should be done 
carefully - torque 90+/-10Nm.
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23

Fixing Details
Mounting Positions, Dimensions & Wall Brackets

Multicolumn Plus  Fixing Details

(Standard brackets 
- included with 
every product)

Bracket 
Set 1 & 2

Fixing dimensions for different connection options

Bracket set with 
angled bracket

Bracket set 1: 4 sets 
Bracket set 2: 6 sets
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Bracket 
Set 3 & 4

Radiator Holder

Angle Wall 
Bracket

insert

Ensure tight 
fit here

B

20

30

11

RH2

RW

RH2

RA

Bracket set with 
drill bracket

Bracket set 3: 4 sets 
Bracket set 4: 6 sets

Length - 50

Length / 2

The two outer fixing axes 
should be installed between 
the second and third sections. 
Each additional fixing axis 
should be installed as 
symmetrically as possible.
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24 Multicolumn Plus  Fixing Details

Fixing Details
Mounting Positions, Dimensions & Wall Brackets (cont...)
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Note: For heights not given in the table, the number of fixing points is determined by the next height up.

When ordering a Multicolumn Plus radiator, it will come with the 
standard fixing set which includes Angled Brackets (RW) and 
Radiator Holders (RH2). The set includes the correct number of 
Angled Brackets, Radiator Holders, the necessary screws and 
plugs (check suitability with the wall) as well as the installation 
instructions.

We recommend the top Radiator Holder (RH2) is fitted directly 
under the upper horizontal waterway, as shown in the sections 
on page 23.

Optional accessories include a Drill Bracket (RA), Free Standing 
Floor Brackets (SK2+FK5) and wall brackets of various types and 
sizes for fixing together with the Radiator Holders (RH2). With a 
special Adjustable Wall Bracket (RV), the radiator can be installed 
in a wide variety of distances from the wall.

It is important to use the right number of fixing brackets for each 
radiator (see fixing points table below). 

Each top bracket has a recommended position of directly under 
the upper horizontal waterway, with the lower bracket position 
directly below (see page 23) this will give you a vertical fixing axis.

In public areas (for example schools) subject to unusually heavy 
loads, we recommend wall bracket WKS.

Free standing floor brackets are also available: Floor Bracket 
(SK2) can be installed to a maximum radiator height of 1000mm 
and Floor Bracket (FK5) up to 500mm. For every vertical fixing 
axis, we recommend one Free Standing Bracket/Floor Bracket.

The load bearing capability of the wall must be checked against 
the weight of the radiator.

Fixing Points
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25Multicolumn Plus  Mounting Details

Product Product Code

Bracket Set 1 - with Angled Brackets
Consists of 4 painted radiator brackets and angle brackets (RH2 & RW) with rubber 
inlay, screws, plugs, air vent and installation instructions.

White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522231000
Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952233100…*

Bracket Set 2 - with Angled Brackets
Consists of 6 painted radiator brackets and angle brackets (RH2 & RW) with rubber 
inlay, screws, plugs, air vent and installation instructions.

White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522232000
Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952233200…*

Angled Bracket RW
Including rubber inlay.

White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9501510000
Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ950151100…*

Radiator Holder RH2
For use with the above wall brackets (RW), height and side adjustable. Radiator 
holders are to be mounted at the top and bottom on the rear side of the radiator.

White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9501310000
Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ950131100…*

Bracket Set 3 - with Drill Brackets
Consists of 4 painted radiator holders (RH2) and 4 drill brackets RA length 160mm 
complete with screws, plugs and installation instructions.

White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522233000
Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952233300…*

Bracket Set 4 - with Drill Brackets
Consists of 6 painted radiator holders (RH2) and 6 drill brackets RA length 160mm 
complete with screws, plugs and installation instructions.

White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522234000
Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952233400…*

Drill Bracket RA
Expansion anchor with double wedge for installation in the wall, galvanized, 
sound insulated, recommended drilling diameter = 18mm.

Length 100mm AZ13DZ9501401000
Length 130mm AZ13DZ9501402000
Length 160mm AZ13DZ9501403000
Length 200mm AZ13DZ9501404000

Wall Bracket RK1 & 2
For use with the radiator holder RH2 which can be easily adjusted.

For wall distances from 35 to 42mm (RK1), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9501557000
as above, Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ950155500…*

For wall distances 42 to 58mm (RK2), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9501558000
as above, Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ950155600…*

Mounting Details
Wall Mounting Options

*Please add your chosen 4 digit RAL colour reference at the end of the product code.
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26 Multicolumn Plus  Mounting Details

Mounting Details
Wall Mounting Options (cont...)

Product Product Code

Spacer AH2
Keeps distance from the wall for wall mounting, accepts no load-bearing 
function, adjustable wall distance of 35 to 50mm, clamping part of wall plate 
is transparent plastic. 

AZ13DZ9501604000

Regulating Wall Bracket RV
Adjustable wall distance; recommended models in bold.

RV1: length 70-92mm:
For 2 Column (wall distance 39-60mm) and 3 Column (wall distance 20-41mm), 
White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9521634000

as above, Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952153700…*

RV2: length 90-140mm:
For 2 Column (wall distance 59-108mm), 3 Column (wall distance 40-89mm),
4 Column (wall distance 21-70mm) and 5 Column (wall distance 15-51mm),  
White - RAL 9016

AZ13DZ9521635000

as above, Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952153800…*

RV3: length 130-210mm:
For 4 Column (wall distance 61-140mm), 5 Column (wall distance 42-121mm) and 
6 Column (wall distance 23-102mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9521636000

as above, Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952153900…*

Wall Bracket WKS for radiators heavier than 250kgs
For bolting to the wall, robust design, wall distance 40mm, combined with 
regulating RV wall bracket.

White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9521640000
as above, Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952164200…*

WSV Wall Rail for heavy applications
For heights 300-495mm; White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9521711000
For heights 300-495mm; Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952172100…*
For heights 500-695mm; White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9521712000
For heights 500-695mm; Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952172200…*
For heights 700-3000mm, 2 piece; White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9521713000
For heights 700-3000mm, 2 piece; Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952172300…*

*Please add your chosen 4 digit RAL colour reference at the end of the product code.
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Mounting Details
Floor Mounting Options

Product Product Code

Floor Bracket SK2
Complete system for free-standing radiators, from 2-6 column up to 1000mm high. 
Finished in the colour of your choice.  
Comprises; 3mm thick base-plate for fixing to either finished or unfinished floor. 
Upright support 35 x 10 x 1.5mm, fixing set with adjustable bracket, security fixing, 
anti-vibration insert. Adjustable bottom support with spacer and security fixing, 
anti-vibration insert, white plastic end stop for top of upright.

For radiator height 300mm (H = 460mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522404600
For radiator height 300mm (H = 460mm), Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952250460….*
For radiator height 350mm (H = 510mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522405100
For radiator height 350mm (H = 510mm), Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952250510….*
For radiator height 400mm (H = 560mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522405600
For radiator height 400mm (H = 560mm), Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952250560….*
For radiator height 450mm (H = 610mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522406100
For radiator height 450mm (H = 610mm), Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952250610….*
For radiator height 500mm (H = 660mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522406600
For radiator height 500mm (H = 660mm), Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952250660….*
For radiator height 550mm (H = 710mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522407100
For radiator height 550mm (H = 710mm), Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952250710….*
For radiator height 600mm (H = 760mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522407600
For radiator height 600mm (H = 760mm), Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952250760….*
For radiator height 750mm (H = 910mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522409100
For radiator height 750mm (H = 910mm), Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952250910….*
For radiator height 900mm (H = 1060mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522410600
For radiator height 900mm (H = 1060mm), Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952251060….*
For radiator height 1000mm (H = 1160mm), White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522411600
For radiator height 1000mm (H = 1160mm), Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952251160….*

Note: For radiator heights not shown, select the next height up Floor Bracket SK2 
and modify overall height during installation.

Clamped Floor Bracket FK5
Complete system for free-standing radiators, from 2-6 column up to 500mm high. 
Finished in the colour of your choice.  
Comprises. 3mm thick base-plate for fixing to either finished or unfinished floor, 
upright support, plate and bearing retainer.

Adjustable 80-110mm, White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522724000
Adjustable 80-110mm, Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952272700…*
Adjustable 110-170mm, White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522725000
Adjustable 110-170mm, Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952272800…*
Adjustable 170-290mm, White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ9522723000
Adjustable 170-290mm, Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ952272600…*

Foot Plate Cover for floor bracket SK2 and 
clamped floor bracket FK5

For finished floor mounting, white plastic.

AZ13DZ9522401000

*Please add your chosen 4 digit RAL colour reference at the end of the product code.

H
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28 Multicolumn Plus  Accessories

Accessories

Product Product Code

Radiator Nipple
1" AZ13DZ8820230000

Nipple Seal
1" AZ13DZ8820210000

Nipple Tool
1000mm length, 1", for blocks with up to 19 sections AZ13DZ8810313000
1600mm length, 1", for blocks with up to 30 sections AZ13DZ8810314000
2200mm length, 1", for blocks with up to 40 sections AZ13DZ8810315000

Applicable for iron nipple rod AZ13DZ8810309000

1" Adapter for connection 1" x 1", White - RAL 9016
Right AZ13DZ8820140000
Left AZ13DZ8820150000
(NB: female = right)

Towel Rail
Towel rail 30 x 10mm, with 2 chrome holders, depth 45mm
(Only available for radiators between 6 to 20 sections).

White - RAL 9016 AZ13DZ812125**00
Special colour - any RAL AZ13DZ812115**0….*
**Please specify number of sections in product code where indicated.  
i.e “06” for 6 sections (300mm) or “12” for 12 sections (600mm)

*Please add your chosen 4 digit RAL colour reference at the end of the product code.
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30 Multicolumn Plus  Connection Options

Connection Options

Connection Ladder

G H

E F
B D

A C

CONNECTION SIZES 
AVAILABLE:

1/2"  (Standard)
3/4"  (Optional)

Length = Sections x 50mm
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For EF/FE Connection

Note: Flow and return position must be specified at point of order.
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= Diverter

= Flow (in)

= Return (out)

= Air Vent
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31Multicolumn Plus  Correction Factors

Correction Factors

How to calculate a corrected output

1. Calculate the Delta T including air temperature - example:
  Mean Water Temperature (MWT) = (°C Flow + °C Return) / 2 = (65 + 55) / 2 = 60°C
  Required Air Temperature = 21°C
  Delta T (∆T) = Mean Water Temperature - Required Air Temperature = 60 - 21 = 39°C
2. Note the Delta T 50 output shown for the specific size you require.
3. Locate the Exponent (‘n’) for the product you have selected within the Correction Factor 

table and  your calculated Delta T (∆T).
4. Multiply the Delta T 50 output noted, by the correction factor shown.

Outputs stated within this catalogue are shown at ∆T50°C and also calculated 
at ∆T30°C.

Multiplying factors required to calculate outputs at different Delta Ts (∆Ts) 
between 15°C and 60°C are shown in the Correction Factor table below.

EXAMPLE:
Radiator Selected: 3 Column, 
600mm (Height) x 1000mm (Length)

Delta T of System (∆T): 39°C
Exponent (‘n’): 1.26
Output @ Delta T50: 1302 (w)

Corrected Output =
1302 (w) x 0.7312 (Correction Factor) = 
952 (w) at ∆T39

Product example: 3 Column, extracted from page 12.
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The Multicolumn Plus Bar 
radiator ingeniously 
integrates the heating 
function with that of 
furniture, suitable for 
the requirements of the 
building occupant.

Designed by renowned architects, the Multicolumn Plus Bar provides elegance 
and functionality, which at the same time, is enchanting and one of a kind.

The Multicolumn Plus Bar is an upper class decorative radiator, which can serve 
as a worktop, and at the same time create space dividers. The worktop’s upper 
board is made of beech wood and constitutes an additional decorative detail 
in carefully designed high quality rooms. The ingenious solution of externally 
invisible hydronic heating system connections additionally increases high 
aesthetic qualities of the radiator.

Superior paint finish quality in a range of RAL colours enriches available options. 
Flexibility in height and length selection facilitate perfect integration with 
desired room decor.

Multicolumn Plus Bar

Multicolumn Plus Bar  Introduction32

THE MULTICOLUMN PLUS BAR: 

> Decorative radiator, totally 
laser-welded. Fla�ened cross 
section of the external 
D-profiled columns for 
maximum heat output

> Height: 940 (750)*, 
1090 (900)* mm 

> Length: 720 (700)*, 920 (900)*, 
1120 (1100)* mm 

> Depth: 4-columned - 224mm; 
5-columned - 262mm

COLOUR:
As standard RAL 9016, other RAL colours 
at request; possibility to order radiator 
in a different RAL colour than 
decorative frame.

PACKAGING:
Packed for transport in environment 
friendly, edge-protecting packaging, 
welded in foil.

CONNECTIONS:
Bo�om leÆ of the casing is the supply 
location, bo�om right is the return, internal 
thread G 1/2". Factory equipped with the 
valve insert with initial preset together 
with the thermostatic valve with connecting 
thread M30x1.5mm, from the top leÆ-hand 
side; air vent G 1/2" from the top 
right-hand side.

TESTING:
Multicolumn Plus Bar radiators are tested 
at 13 Bar giving a maximum operating 
pressure of 10 Bar.

Maximum operating temperature is 110°C. 

BRACKETS:
Decorative set for the on-floor mounting 
and radiator’s connections masking, with 
possibility to mount the top board on the 
Client’s site.

DELIVERY RANGE:
Delivery with floor stands and decorative 
set, no top board; plugs and bolts for floor 
stands mounting and top board mounting 
are not included.

*Dimensions exclude top board. 
Radiator dimension shown in brackets.
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33Multicolumn Plus Bar  Technical Data

H - height
L - length
B - depth
Lp - connectors’ spacing
n - number of sections
o - air vent
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Multicolumn Plus  Xxxxxxx34 Multicolumn Plus Bench  Introduction34

Multicolumn Plus Bench 
radiators ingeniously 
integrate the heating 
function with that of a 
si�ing bench, suitable for 
the requirements of the 
building occupant.

While other Multicolumn Plus radiators discreetly perform their function, this 
radiator literally catch everyone’s eye! Designed by renowned architects, the 
Multicolumn Plus Bench delivers practicality and functionality.

The top board is made of beech wood and constitutes an additional decorative 
detail. The ingenious solution of externally invisible connecting pipework
additionally increases the high aesthetic qualities of the radiator.

All other qualities of the Multicolumn Plus radiator range are naturally featured 
in the Multicolumn Plus Bench series, which signifies that whatever your internal 
arrangement is – you will certainly find a matching solution in our offer.

Superior paint finish quality in a range of RAL colours enriches available options.

Multicolumn Plus Bench

THE MULTICOLUMN PLUS BENCH:

> Decorative radiator, totally 
laser-welded. Fla�ened cross 
section of the external 
profiled columns for 
maximum heat output

> 4 up to 7 sections, 6 columns, 
horizontally positioned one on 
top of another

> Height: 387 (200)*, 437 (250)*, 
487 (300)*, 537 (350)* mm

> Length: 1535 (1500)* up to 
2835 (2800)* mm 

> Depth: 300mm

COLOUR:
As standard snow-white RAL 9016, 
other RAL colours available on request; 
possibility to order radiator in a different 
RAL colour than decorative covers.

PACKAGING:
Packed for transport in environmental 
friendly, edge-protecting packaging, 
welded in foil.

CONNECTIONS:
Bo�om leÆ of the casing is the supply 
location, bo�om right is the return, internal 
thread G 1/2". The Multicolumn Plus Bench 
with the thermostatic valve with pre-
se�ing together with the thermostatic 
head with connection thread M30x1.5mm, 
from the bo�om leÆ-hand side; air vent G 
1/2" from the top right-hand side. 

TESTING:
Multicolumn Plus Bench radiators are 
tested at 13 Bar giving a maximum 
operating pressure of 10 Bar.

Maximum operating temperature is 110°C. 

BRACKETS:
Decorative set for the on-floor mounting 
and radiator’s connections masking, with 
possibility to mount the top board on the 
Client’s site.

DELIVERY RANGE:
2 element’s floor consoles set (3 floor 
consoles for the radiator lengths exceeding 
2000mm) and decorative set, no top board 
(delivery at Client’s request).

*Dimensions exclude top board. 
Radiator dimension shown in brackets.
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35Multicolumn Plus Bench  Technical Data

H - height
L - length
B - depth
n - number of sections
o - air vent

FRONT VIEW

BOTTOM VIEW

SIDE VIEW
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Multicolumn Plus Bench
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